
Request for Proposals
The Canadian Mountain Network (CMN) is contracting for services to support the development of a Full
Application to the Government of Canada’s Strategic Science Fund competition for submission in August 2022.

Below you will find additional context on CMN, its Letter of Intent (LOI) to the Strategic Science Fund (SSF), a
description of the required services, phases of work, contractor evaluation criteria, and quote instructions.

The maximum budget for this project is $65,000.00 CAD, exclusive of applicable GST/HST.

Context
Since its launch in 2019 as a not-for-profit organization primarily funded by the Government of Canada’s
Networks of Centres of Excellence (NCE) program, CMN has mobilized a community of Indigenous leaders,
researchers and organizations who share a commitment to improving the resilience of mountain peoples and
places. CMN is now on the ground developing and applying innovative methods to harness both Indigenous and
Western ways of knowing to benefit mountain peoples and places. These models are relevant not only for
mountain regions, but for all landscapes. As a result, our work benefits from the sharing of knowledge and
practices with an increasingly diverse community across Canada.

In January 2022, the Canadian Mountain Network submitted a LOI to the Government of Canada’s SSF
competition. This proposal requests $81MM in federal funding that would be matched by partners to support
the organization’s activities from 2024-2029. As part of the proposal, CMN would rebrand to Braiding
Knowledges Canada and expand its geographic scope beyond mountains to include regions across Canada. The
LOI’s overarching outcome/objectives are below. Additional context on both CMN and the proposal can be found
here. The SSF Program Guide and the LOI Guide can be found here.

CMN SSF Proposal Highlights

Desired Outcome:
The influence of self-determined, place-based, and co-produced knowledge within Canada’s science
culture is significantly enhanced such that, over time and on a path towards reconciliation, local
knowledge approaches contribute more to public policy and decision-making and become more fully
and equitably reciprocal with federal science initiatives.

Objectives:

1) Research to Advance Canada’s Environmental Priorities
Advance through the braiding of knowledges understanding of rapid and uncertain
environmental change to inform the conservation, restoration, and regeneration of the health
and wellness of all our relations.

2) Innovative and Effective Knowledge Mobilization
Advance new approaches to the mobilization of braided knowledges to inform and influence
policy in Canada, including and especially federal policy.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DCyh3x1vGsqGRq6B7wLi-afKGBI-vnDb/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/155.nsf/eng/h_00000.html


Objectives (continued):

3) Developing Talent and Building Capacity
Create training, education, and learning opportunities to develop talent in ethical and effective
knowledge braiding while promoting land and cultural connection, and advancing
Indigenous-led, community-based research and training capacities.

Description of Services

We anticipate that the Services will require approximately 20 hours/week on average from
approximately April 4, 2022 to August 31, 2022, with July/August potentially being a busier period.

1. Project Management (~10% of time)
● Request and track information/proposal content from staff and volunteers.
● Track follow up items out of staff/governance meetings.
● Update critical path as needed.

2. Meeting Coordination & Materials (~20% of time)
● Scheduling of weekly administrative team meetings (Executive Director, Strategic Advisor)

and biweekly leadership team meetings (Executive Director, Co-Research Directors,
Strategic Advisor, Governance Coordinator), as well as the development of agendas, any
required presentations/briefing materials, and drafting minutes.

● Coordination of presentations/other briefing materials for CMN governance bodies, with
anticipated meetings including:
○ 1 or 2 Board of Directors presentations/discussions in June and a second date TBD;
○ 1 Indigenous Circle of Advisors presentation/discussion prior to the June Board meeting;
○ 2 Research Management Committee presentations/discussions at dates TBD (research

and training subject matter experts); and,
○ 2 meetings of the Board’s CMN 2.0 Working Group in May and a second date TBD (this

group is focussed on CMN’s on post-NCE grant sustainability/strategy).
● Development of SSF presentations/other briefing materials for partnership development in

collaboration with another resource to be contracted by CMN separately to focus on that
work (i.e. individual or firm).

3. Proposal Coordination & Writing/Editing (~70 of time)
● Gathering required organizational statistics from staff.
● Drafting content based on provided and requested input from CMN staff/governance bodies:

○ Refining objectives & performance measures.
○ Narrative sections (e.g. strategic value, description of activities, overview of

management and governance, fit to funding program, etc), including both research for
citations and drafting text (length TBD but NCE precedent is 40 pages).

○ Budget
● Graphic design for final proposal (e.g. headings, tables, figures, etc).
● Supporting identification of proposal partners, participation in select partner engagement

meetings upon request, and coordination/tracking of Letters of Support.
3. Proposal Coordination & Writing/Editing (continued)

● Ensuring overall proposal coherence (e.g. alignment of narrative and budget to letters)
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● Drafting of a 5-page proposal summary for partners.

Actions & Deliverables

The SSF Program is not currently able to provide the date on which organizations selected to proceed
to Full Application will be announced. In order to support the selected contractor in reserving the
required time, we have broken down the work into two phases. Phase 1 will offer the contractor
guaranteed income for April in support of planning work, which will be capped at a maximum of
$10,000.CAD, plus applicable GST/HST. Phase 2 will be included in the contract but that work will only
proceed if CMN advances to the Full Application stage of the SSF competition.

Phase 1 (April 4-30, 2022)

● Review of onboarding materials and initial planning with the CMN Administrative Team.

● Development of an integrated proposal development approach including critical path
(“Implementation Plan”).

● Development of a presentation outlining the Implementation Plan above for CMN’s Leadership
Team and governance bodies.

Phase 2 (May 1 to August [date TBD], 2022)

● Scheduling and facilitating relevant CMN governance meetings (e.g. Board, ICA, RMC, ICA)

● Drafting presentations for CMN Leadership Team, governance bodies and partner organizations

● Coordination/writing/editing of Full Application (see Description of Services above)

● Submission of Board-approved Full Application in August 2022 (date TBD)

● Distribution of a 5-page Full Application summary for partners

Contractor Evaluation Criteria
● Proposed fees

● Availability for virtual meetings between approximately 9am-4pmMT

● Required experience, knowledge, and skills

○ Project management - demonstrated ability to lead a project from start to finish through
the coordination of a team, budget, and schedule in order to deliver a final product.

○ Professional writing experience.

○ Familiarity with Canada’s research and training ecosystem, including the role of granting
agencies, federal departments, post-secondary institutions, and industry.

○ Demonstrated success in developing grant applications, particularly research grants
and/or federal government grants (e.g. SSHRC, NSERC, CIHR, ISED).

Contractor Evaluation Criteria (continued)
● Preferred experience and knowledge
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○ Familiarity with Indigenous research and training approaches and experience with
Indigenous community partnerships.

○ Familiarity with environmental research methods and current environmental research
issues and priorities in Canada.

Quote Instructions
As the funds supporting this contract are held in trust by CMN’s Host Institution, the selected contractor
will enter into a Contract for Services with the University of Alberta. However, the Contractor will report
to CMN’s Executive Director.

In order to conform to the University of Alberta’s requirements to issue a Purchase Order, please
include the following information in your quote:

1. Client:
○ University of Alberta (Canadian Mountain Network)

○ CW-405 Biological Sciences Building

○ Edmonton, AB, T6G 2E9

2. Consultant/Contractor:
○ Name/Business Name

○ Address

○ Telephone

○ Email

○ Business Number (if applicable)

3. Performance Period: April 4 - August 31, 2022
4. Table of Services to be Provided

○ Description of Work and Anticipated Hours (flexible format but must address the
Statement of Work above)

○ Quote (Hourly Rate in $CAD + GST/HST)

5. Contractor Summary
○ Maximum 3 pages summarizing the relevant experience, skills and knowledge of

you/your firm.

Quotes should be submitted as a single PDF document by 5pmMT March 25, 2022 to Matthew Berry at 
matthew@cmn-rcm.ca, who you may also contact with any questions.

We anticipate scheduling interviews with a short list the week of March 28th and making a decision by 
April 4, 2022.
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